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Soothing acoustic candlelight dinner music with a European flavour. 12 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Blues,

FOLK: Traditional Folk Details: Reviews "Very pretty moody stuff...I was in some sepia-toned restaurant

and the music was coming at me from some other room (on a vitrola type thingy) and that actually suited

the bittersweet tang to your tunes. I like your approach and your singing is very personal and suits the

mood beautifully. The guitar playing is simple and direct and again eminently suitable." David Campbell,

Ottawa, Zed, CBC "You certainly have a unique talent and I am quite impressed with your guitarwork.

You have a real knack for the arpeggiated chord style and it suits your music very well. ...Your music has

a very European flair to it. Maybe you should think about doing the Quebec circuit?.. for your first effort it

really is quite good..." Rob E., Hamilton, Music teacher "Like most anglos I love "La Vie en Rose"...your

interpretation of it is what made me wonder if you were actually from France. Very 'regional' and 'inside'

so to speak...not many Francophones play 'Francophonics' in Angloland...so the French thing might be a

plus. Love your innovative phrasing...and also your sometimes seamless rhythm changes and the bass

strings are pleasing... you're good. Your vocals are truly some of the most unusual and spectacular I have

ever encountered. ... the actual sound of your voice is very novel, very rare...and you have this endearing

vocal phrasing .... Your chameleon voice ...that astoundingly unique phrasing....WOW! Your present

status quo ...is approaching pure gold to fans seeking your genre but as for International charts I'd call

you one of the most promising artsy/folky performers 'out there' today." Glen Nordal, GTA, Songwriter 11.

Winds of Freedom DAWN: -dkeifer Again, the melody is really haunting and beautiful. The lyric here is

wonderful--it's so mysterious. There's something ancient about it. -tsand19151 Groovin awesome

track...... -PaulMcClelland Beautiful song, and you sing it so expressively. -freddemillio The phrasing and

the slight breathiness here and there in your voice is quite attractive. -Rodrica I can almost see you in a
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huge castle somewhere sitting on one of the turrets singing to the breeze. Beautiful song and haunting

atmosphere 10. In Love Again DAWN: -Traf This seems to have a celtic feel.. Your voice is so full of

sensitivity and delicate charm.. It has an endearing nervousness about it. I just love your vibrato.. Guitar

sounds very nice as well.. A joy to listen to.. -dkeifer Just beautiful. It's like a whole world. -freddemillio

Lovely tone on the guitar. Your voice and the guitar make a great pair. 12. If I Were... DAWN: -halaka

This is very cool. Your voice is incredibly expressive and very unique. The way you're jumping into the

high tremelo, I love that. The dynamics throughout the song are very nice. And melody playing on the

classical is a good touch, the way the vocal melody and the classical melody reflect each other works

well. -dkeifer This is beautiful. Your vocals are amazing--the vibrato is so rich. The lyric here is so

amazing--so full of contradictions, and somehow, outside of time. Just a beautiful melody. I love the

strummed part like it goes from the parlor to the ballroom. -spiralmux Another nice track. you sing

beautifully. You do have a very unique style. I agree with halaka about the dynamics, very nice indeed!

-SilverShining Listening to this is like mainlining Romanticism in all its soul-searing heights and depths of

piercing longing. "The world has become economical..." Indeed. It has also become pedestrian and

soulless. There is nothing like this -- the fusion of a siren's voice, the simple, yet not simplistic guitar work,

and the lyrics of unusual depth. Positively enchanting. -freddemillio Your picking style on the guitar on this

one is very emotive. Your attack on the strings is particularly effective. The melody is very striking and

stays with me. 09. Forgiveness DAWN: -halaka Very nice lyrics on this one, and a very involving song.

Once again you've got a very distinctive vocal style here. Nice work. -dkeifer This melody is just fantastic.

Really a baroque quality to it--a fortspinnung, which, of course matches the overflowing of the emotion in

the lyric. Which is just amazing. An amazing song. -spiralmux ... you definitely have a beautiful voice.

Lovely melodies. -freddemillio The guitar lines are very peaceful and create a tranquil atmosphere.

-clickplay Excellent guitar work.
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